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IMAGINE: IT'S FRIDAY NIGHT, THE
BUSY WEEK IS BEHIND YOU, AND
YOU'RE READY TO RING IN THE
WEEKEND WITH A BIG PARTY TUNE.
YOU ARE FEELING THE VIBE!
Your friends showed up at your place
with bubbly. The coffee table is pushed
aside to make room to move. You put
on Louis Pax’s latest banger, BAD
THINGS, at a volume where the
upstairs neighbour also feels that juicy
bass line thumping. The drums make
you wanna dance – the beat overtakes
your body.
Bad Things feels poppy and fresh, yet
that classic disco beat pulsing makes
you nostalgic for a decade long before
you were born. And when that guitar
solo hits, you feel transported to
another classic decade: on a
speedboat, shirt unbuttoned, wind in
hair, racing across the azure waves you are living Miami Vice!
On October 21st, Louis Pax — a newly
independent Swedish band made up
of two brothers and their childhood
best friends - will present to you this
modern yet retro dance-pop song.

While the vibe is upbeat and gets you
moving, the enigmatic lyrics hint at
some darker themes.
Bad Things is Louis Pax’s second single
after MOTION, which the band
released in July 2021 and it is believed
it will follow in the footsteps of its
predecessor. Motion garnered positive
reviews from blogs and was added to
several popular playlists, such as
AlexrainbirdMusic (over 1 M followers
on Youtube). Motion even ended up
on their Good Vibes playlist with above
270,000 streams!
The music video for Bad Things will be
released on 4th November. At least 3
new singles will be released in 2022
and a tour is in the works. Under their
previous name, “Royal Prospect”, the
band have performed extensively
internationally, appearing on stages in
Taiwan, Canada, Tokyo, Ireland,
Hungary and New York. They have also
been featured on popular Spotify
playlists such as "New Music Friday"
and "Made in Sweden" with previous
singles.

“Even at this early
stage, this confident
song points to them
becoming stadiumfillers in the nonetoo-distant future”
[Record Of the Day]

